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W HAT A R E D E S I G N G U I D E L I N E S ?

Introduction
WHY DESIGN?
The first introduction to design quality that many people have is when it is missing. They may notice that a
place feels impersonal, unsafe, or uninhabited. They
then begin to compare it to places that they have enjoyed being in and begin to identify the differences between these experiences. Sometimes it is the presence of
landscaping and shade trees; sometimes it is the variety
Fig. 1 & 2
Buildings lacking in
scale and detailing
can disrupt the
character of the
street, and feel cold
and impersonal.

along the front of a building that gives us something to
look at as we walk past.

Design guidelines provide a mechanism for bringing
community goals to fruition within the context of a specific neighborhood. For example, one community goal
that might be developed could be “to create a pleasant
pedestrian environment within the business district in
order to enhance commercial activity.” Design Guidelines that support this goal may, in the context of a specific neighborhood, include the languages about the
scale of the windows, the amount of transparency or
windows that are required along the street level, and

Good design can make places more pleasant to occupy,
safer for individuals and groups, and more prosperous

specific requirements about landscaping and street
trees.

for business owners. Good design can enhance real estate markets and increase neighborhood investment.
Good design can simply make a place more interesting
to visit.
1

Design guidelines can:
•

Preserve and enhance the character of existing
neighborhoods.

INTRODUCTION
Fig. 3 & 4
One block in the
Manchester neighborhood illustrates
the impact of community vision in design; the rowhouses
to the right were
built in response to
the reaction of the
neighborhood to the
1970’s homes, which
drastically changed
the character of the
street.

•

•

Guide new development to be appropriate for the

erty values, design guidelines have a number of other

community vision

benefits. Design guidelines can:

Integrate new development to “fit” within the exist-

•

Create a framework for discussion

•

Educate the community, business owners, and de-

ing neighborhood
•

•

Provide a review and enforcement process for de-

velopers about the value of their neighborhoods,

velopment

and how design affects them

Provide evaluative mechanisms for funders and
lenders seeking to support design within communi-

•

Establish ground rules for development

•

Provide negotiating mechanisms for both commu-

ties
Design guidelines can take a number of different forms.
They can be broad, such as specifying building setbacks

nity members and developers.
There are also limitations to what design guidelines can
do. Design guidelines cannot:

or heights but not architectural styles or materials, or
they can be detailed, such as prescribing materials, colors, and architectural styles. The specificity of the guide-

•

Guarantee good design

•

Control building ownership or prevent specific

lines is dependent upon the overall principles and goals
of the community for which they are being developed.
In addition to enhancing design quality within a community, and potentially increasing business and prop2

businesses from coming into a community
•

Control interior changes to buildings

•

Ensure enforcement of regulations

INTRODUCTION
Fig. 5
Even the best and
most well-written
design guidelines
can’t guarantee good
design, as shown by
this Tampa parking
garage.

With that framework in mind, the goal of this docu-

both Sites and Buildings and provide guidelines as to

ment is to create a series of design guidelines aimed at

how these should be treated within the context of the

facade improvements in Polish Hill, specifically along

neighborhood. The Project Scale section gives home-

Brereton Street, which will , in turn, enhance the overall

owners ideas of how projects ranging from very small to

quality of the public space of the street. This public

very large can have positive impact on community char-

space is frequently described as the “public realm” and

acter and on property values. And finally, the Building

includes all those areas that are experienced by commu-

Typologies sections provide examples of how the Rec-

nity members - streets, sidewalks, parks, foot paths, and

ommendations and Project Scales can be implemented

city steps. The public realm forms the collective mem-

in relation to each of the typical building types that are

ory of a community and is reflective of the overall

found within the Brereton Street corridor and through-

neighborhood character.

out Polish Hill.

HOW TO USE THE HANDBO OK

These examples are not intended to provide “off-the-

The Handbook is intended to provide ideas and inspiration to homeowners both on Brereton Street and
throughout the neighborhood of Polish Hill. The Handbook begins with an overview of the existing neighborhood character of Polish Hill, describing its unique
features and some of the defining characteristics. The
Recommendations sections describe key elements of
3

shelf ” design solutions, but rather to point out the key
issues that should be considered in any facade improvement project - how to connect to the street, how to
think about window replacement. etc. In addition, by
providing illustrations of both contemporary and traditional approaches to facade design, the Handbook is
encouraging homeowners and designers to think cre-

INTRODUCTION

atively about the design of the facades.
BUILDING CODES AND ZONING

tion or renovation. Compliance with the Building Code
is verified through the issuance of a Building Permit, inspection by BBI inspectors, and the issuance of the final

All properties within the City of Pittsburgh are regulated by both the Building Code, as administered by the
City’s Bureau of Building Inspection (BBI), and the
Zoning Code, administered by the City’s Zoning Department.
The Building Code is developed to provide minimum
requirements to safeguard the public health, safety, and
general welfare of the occupants of new and existing
buildings and structures. The Building Code (actually a
group of codes developed by the International Code
Council) includes regulations pertaining to construction methods, building materials, means of egress (exiting) from buildings, electrical, heating, cooling, and

Certificate of Occupancy upon completion of the project. Drawings stamped by a licensed engineer or architect are required in order to obtain building permits for
commercial, multi-unit residential, and mixed-use
buildings.
The purpose of the Zoning Code is to provide land use
control within neighborhoods. The intent of the zoning
code is to allow property owners the reasonable use of
their property “insofar as the use is not detrimental to
abutting properties or to the neighborhood” (source:
Pittsburgh City Planning website). Each property in city
has a zoning classification that determines how that
property may be used.

plumbing systems, fire protection systems, energy efficiency, and accessibility. When any work is performed,
it is required to be in compliance with the version of the
Building Code that is in effect at the time of construc4

An occupancy permit is required for any use of land or
structures other than a single family dwelling, such as a
commercial business, a multi-unit apartment building,

or a building with both commercial and residential

rent Building Code and Zoning Code in order to pro-

uses. Zoning approval is required for all new construc-

vide a review of the existing building prior to initiating

tion and for any changes of use of the property, includ-

construction projects. The design professional will be

ing extensions/additions, garages, parking pads, fences,

able to advise the property owner of potential code vio-

decks, swimming pools, and signs. Some projects may

lations or non-compliance issues that may require re-

require zoning approval, but will not require BBI ap-

mediation. In addition, advice can be given about the

proval.

overall condition of the building and how facade im-

In all cases, these design guidelines are intended to
complement the Building Code and Zoning Code, and
do not supersede these other regulations. The design
guidelines are intended to highlight design concepts
and illustrate how different uses, if permitted by the
Zoning and Building Codes, can be integrated into the
community. It is the responsibility of the property
owner to understand the regulations pertaining to their
property and to seek appropriate professional advice
prior to undertaking a renovation project.
It is highly recommended that property owners consult
with a design professional familiar with both the cur5

provements may or may not benefit the property.
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W HAT M A K E S P O L I S H H I L L U N I Q U E

Neighborhood Character & Scale
Polish Hill is a very fine-grained neighborhood, nestled
on the north facing hillside overlooking the Allegheny
River and the Strip District. Small and compact, the
community is immensely walkable, and features stunning views across the river valley and to Downtown
Pittsburgh.

hillsides.
With the exception of Brereton, streets are generally
narrow; with on street parking, two lanes of traffic are
barely passable in most of the neighborhood. The
neighborhood block scale is approximately 100 to
125 feet deep with cross streets located based in large

One of the defining features of Polish Hill is its vertical

part on topography; connections between blocks are

form, and its “village on a cliff ” quality. The steep ter-

made wherever hillside conditions allow. In some

rain defines not only the orientation of street, with pri-

cases, these connections are made by city steps rather

mary arteries running with the grain of the hillsides,

than public streets.

but also the step-like form of the houses and the lush
green spaces that push up against the edges of the residential neighborhood. Wildlife and gardens flourish in
surprising abundance for this highly urban neighborhood, due in part to the limitations created by the steep
7

The majority of the buildings in the neighborhood
have narrow street frontage and extend back into the
lots. Lots range from approximately 18’ – 30’ wide.
Due to the topography of the community, buildings
on the north (downhill) side of the street are typically

NEIGHBORHOOD
CHARACTER & SCALE
Fig. 1
The view looking up
Brereton

1 or 2 stories shorter at street level than those on the
south (uphill) side of the street. The buildings then extend down the hillside, with an additional story or more
revealed below the street level.

At the start of the 1900s, Brereton and Dobson Streets
were populated with numerous commercial storefronts,
most of which had apartments above for the shopkeep-

The fine-grained quality of the lot and block sizes, com-

ers’ families. This dense commercial district served a

bined with the variety of materials used on the build-

pedestrian-oriented community of residents, and the

ings, gives the neighborhood an eclectic and intimate

businesses depended on foot traffic for their business.

feeling of an urban mosaic.

With the advent of the personal automobile and access

D E S T I NAT I O N S & L A N D M A R K S
The main thoroughfare of the neighborhood, Brereton
Fig. 2
Due to the topography, this house on
Harmar, while only
1-1/2 stories on the
street, drops away to
add another story on
the back

are visible throughout the neighborhood and beyond.

Street, serves also as one of several secondary connections from Downtown and the Strip District to the East
End communities of Oakland, Shadyside and East Liberty. The street is dominated by the landmark of the Immaculate Heart of Mary Church, the domes of which
8

to public transportation, residents began to shop at
larger shopping centers, and shopkeepers lost business.
As a result, the majority of shopkeepers left the neighborhood. Many of the storefronts have since been converted to apartments or simply left vacant.
BUILDING FORM
Historically, the primary streets of Polish Hill had little

NEIGHBORHOOD
CHARACTER & SCALE
Fig. 3
A typical Polish Hill
apartment house,
with the court
and porches now
exposed to view with
the demolition of the
adjacent structure
Fig. 4
The view down a
breezeway

in the way of yard or open space. Each block was

the backyard or court. Here, exterior stairs connect up

densely packed with buildings. Interior “courts”, located

(or down) to porches for each of the apartments. Be-

mid-block between the backs of buildings, provided ac-

cause of the lack of alleys running through the blocks, it

cess to multi-story apartments and provided a small

was necessary to create these narrow connections in

area for laundry lines and sanitary facilities, before the

order to access the rear of the buildings.

days of indoor plumbing. Today, as some of the original
frame buildings have been allowed to deteriorate and be
demolished, several lots have become vacant and provide opportunities for sideyards, community green
spaces, or redevelopment.
Fig. 5
Looking out from
one of the many sets
of city-steps in the
neighborhood
Fig. 6
One of the community gardens,
overlooking the
Allegheny River and
Strip District

One of the unique characteristics of Polish Hill’s multiunit apartment buildings are the breezeways that run
between the buildings. Rather than having primary entrances for the upper floor apartments located on the
front street, these walkways connect from the street to
9

Recommendations : Sites
For the purposes of the design guidelines, the site
includes not only the land that the building sits on, but
also the adjacent sidewalk, street, and alley. In dense
neighborhoods such as Polish Hill, even small improvements to these limited areas can have large positive impacts on the appeal of the overall streetscape.

street.
Generally, fences on public streets, including Brereton and Dobson, should be low (4’ maximum) and
have a high degree of transparency. Recommended
materials include metal and the creative application
of wood and alternate materials. Property owners are
encouraged to provide a planting area in front of the

FENCES
Fences serve both functional and aesthetic purposes
Fig. 1
A garden gate on
Harmar Street

fence, rather than locating the fence immediately adjacent to the sidewalk.

within the neighborhood. They help to limit access to
and from property, which can be a concern for not just

Side and rear fences may be taller (6’ by the City’s

those concerned with trespassers, but also for parents

Zoning Code, with exceptions available up to 8’), and

and pet owners who seek to keep children and dogs

also have less transparency in order to provide pri-

within the confines of a yard. At the same time, the

vacy to outdoor areas.

choice of materials and fabrication can send either posi-

Where the rear of a property abuts a public street,

tive or negative messages and impact the quality of the

rather than an alley or adjacent property, the frontage

10

R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S :
SITES
Fig. 4 & 5
This garden wall
on Penn Avenue
creates a sheltered
private courtyard
while positively
contributing to
the character of
the streetscape

Fig. 2
This elegant gate
creates screening at
eye level but is more
transparent up high
Fig. 3
An opportunity for a
creative garden wall
along Brereton.

should be treated as a primary street face and fences

vide a gate, which may be locked for additional security.

limited to 4’.

Materials can be a mix, ranging from metal to masonry

The use of cyclone or chain link fencing should be discouraged along public streets. Where its use is necessary due to economics and durability, dense planting
between the fence and the sidewalk is encouraged.

to wood, or some combination.
B R E E Z E WA Y S
The majority of breezeways in Polish Hill do not have
gates or doors on them, which allows free passage to the

G A R D E N WA L L S & G A T E S
An alternate to a fence is the creation of a garden wall

back of the properties. In some cases, residents have ex-

along street frontage. Gardens walls increase privacy,

gated breezeways can provide dark places that are

while treating the street as a primary frontage rather

perceived as dangerous.

than an ignored edge. With good design, they can add
to the experience of the streetscape rather than detract
from it.

pressed concern for real and perceived security; un-

Breezeways should incorporate lighting that enhances
the safety and also the aesthetic of the passage. In many
cases, the breezeway provides the primary entrance to

Garden walls should provide some view into and out of

the upper floor residences. Where property owners

the garden or yard space. Garden walls should also pro-

wish to provide additional security, decorative metal or

11

R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S :
SITES
Fig. 6
The addition of small
planters and trees
makes the sidewalk a
place to inhabit
Fig. 7
The small terrace at
Lili provides a meeting place and brings
activity to the street

wood gates should be installed, with a high degree of
transparency in order to provide views into and out of
the passage.
TREES AND PLANTINGS
Trees and plants add scale and character to the
streetscape, and enhance the liveability of the neighborhood. Additional street trees should be planted
throughout the community, and the opportunity to locate more trees on privately owned lots should also be
explored.
Even small planting areas can support and nourish a variety of plants, including fruit trees, perennials, and
climbing vines. Creative container gardens, such as old
pots, five gallon buckets, or discarded crockery, can
support a wide range of plants and provide a unique
texture to the streetscape.
12

STREET FURNITURE
With fairly narrow sidewalks, Polish Hill’s streets do not
lend themselves to the introduction of much street furniture, nor does it appear to be necessary. Well-maintained porches and stoops encourage residents to sit
outside and talk to their neighbors. Loose chairs, grilles,
and other temporary furnishings can be pulled out in
good weather and further enhance the community’s
civic character.
Property owners should remember to maintain a clear
sidewalk path of at least three feet between planting
containers and street furniture in order to allow pedestrian passage.
C U R B C U T S & D R I V E WA Y S
Polish Hill is a very dense pedestrian oriented neighborhood that was built before the advent of the personal

R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S :
SITES
Fig. 8
A Polish Hill business
created a small
sidewalk ramp to
make their office
accessible

automobile. There is little accommodation for vehicles
provided in the community, and the majority of parking
is provided on-street. As vacant lots have become available, off-street parking has begun to migrate into parts
of the neighborhood, and new residential development
may also try to provide off-street parking.

aged.
ACCESSIBILITY & VISITIBILITY
Polish Hill was built in an era when little consideration
was given to access for persons with mobility disabilities. The narrow sidewalks, steep slopes, and the presence of entry steps now create challenges to persons

As more curb cuts are created to provide personal parking, the sidewalk and pedestrian spaces of neighbor-

who are limited to wheelchairs or who require the use of
walkers or canes.

hoods deteriorate. In order to maintain the pedestrian
character of Polish Hill, curb cuts should be limited to
the maximum extent feasible. Any new off-street parking areas should be limited to one 12 – 16 foot wide
curb cut per parking area. Curb cuts that serve single
spaces should not be permitted as each curb cut eliminates one on-street (public) parking space in order to
provide one off-street (private) parking space. Shared
parking and public transit solutions should be encour13

New building construction should be barrier-free and
provide access to the ground floor without steps or
other obstructions. In the case of renovations of existing buildings, barrier-free entrances should be provided
wherever possible. Financial assistance may be available
to provide residential ramps and lifts for current homeowners who have found their mobility hampered. The
City of Pittsburgh has a wealth of information regarding

R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S :
SITES
Fig. 9
A sculptural fence
and playful artwork
enliven the yard
of this Bloomfield
house
Fig. 10
Permeable paving
areas help to absorb
excess rainwater
(photo © HKT
Architects)

approaches to retrofitting existing structures on its web-

manent and temporary, and opportunities to engage

site, http://www.city.pittsburgh.pa.us/cp/html/ada_co-

community members in projects are also encouraged.

ordinator.html .

Fig. 11
A designer’s proposal for a temporary
facade installation
on renovation in
progress.
(image © Little
Kelpie)

GREEN DESIGN

ART & SITES

Green space and sites enrich not only the aesthetics of a

Although not traditionally considered within the scope

community but enhances its sustainability. Green space

of design guidelines for private properties, the incorpo-

can absorb excess stormwater, cool the air, and provide

ration of art has the potential to enrich and enliven the

habitat for wildlife, including beneficial insects and

the neighborhood. Already, there are examples of the

birds. In Polish Hill, the creation of rain gardens can

playful incorporation of artistic devices - a “fence” on a

provide an opportunity to address stormwater run-off

wall on Dobson Street; the welcoming sign on Melwood

rather than feeding it in to the region’s combined sewer

Street under the Bloomfield Bridge; sculptural elements

system. The addition of street trees enhances both the

within the community gardens.

property value of adjacent buildings and provides shade

Art should continue to be encouraged both in the public and private spaces of the community, as they reflect
the unique character of community and the creative
pulse that runs through it. Such work can be both per14

on roofs and windows, thereby reducing summertime
heat gains that might require the use of air conditioning.

Recommendations : Buildings
The eclectic character of Polish Hill can present a challenge to the development of design guidelines for build-

D O ORS, WIND OWS & ENTRANCES
Doors and windows on a building façade serve not

ings. Unlike a traditional historic district, the

only functional purposes for the inhabitants, but in-

community is not looking to recreate the look of a cer-

troduce scale and character into the streetscape. They

tain era. Rather, the goal for the design guidelines is to

tell visitors where to go and let them know if they are

present a series of guiding principles that can inform

expected or welcome.

how building owners make decisions about improvements to their building, and how these improvements
can enhance the overall character of the public realm.

Fig. 1
The entrance to an alley house is welcoming and inviting

15

Primary entrances should be highlighted by detailing, including trim, the use of vision glazing, exterior
lights, and street numbers. In cases where there are

The design recommendations below explain the impor-

more than one primary entrance, such as a mixed-use

tance of each element of the building, and make recom-

building with a commercial ground floor use and

mendations for how it should be considered. Examples

apartments above, the entrances should be delineated

of how each of these concepts could be applied to build-

in a manner that expresses the public and private na-

ings within the neighborhood follow in the Building Ty-

ture of the uses. It should be easy for a visitor to dif-

pologies section of this document.

ferentiate between residential and commercial

R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S :
BUILDINGS
Fig. 2
Historic opening proportions are maintained
while using sleek modern
windows
Fig. 3
In this mixed-use building,
the studio entrance is
clearly highlighted and
differentiated from the
apartment entrance
Fig. 4
A studio entrance uses
a sculptural canopy to
stand out on a residential
side street and provides a
window box for announcements and schedules

entrances.

B U I L D I N G I D E N T I F I C AT I O N

Windows are frequently referred to as the “eyes” of the

Identification of buildings and their uses can take many

building – not only do they provide a way to observe ac-

forms. Sometimes, the design of the building is enough

tivity on the street, but they communicate unspoken

to denote what the use of the structure is, and all that

messages, including those about welcome, greeting, and

may be required is a simple street number. In other

privacy.

cases, particularly commercial businesses, there is a

Wherever possible, windows should maintain the proportion of the original window openings. New and ex-

Fig. 5 & 6
In the bottom
example, window
size was reduced and
infilled, detracting
from the proportion
of the facade. An
adjacent house was
careful to restore
the original window
proportions.

need to sign the building and include information about
the activities that take place within it.

tensively renovated facades are encouraged to explore

The use of signage, awnings and banners should be

creative compositions that provide a high degree of

carefully considered within the context of both the

transparency between the street and the interior of the

building design and the character of the adjacent struc-

building, while also providing allowances for privacy.

tures. For example, signage that may be appropriate for

Windows should be operable, allowing occupants the

a busy central business district may not be appropriate

ability to open them for fresh air.

for a neighborhood district, where residences outnumber businesses.

16

R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S :
BUILDINGS
Fig. 7
New facades use
modern versions of
traditional building
materials
Fig. 8
Restored and historic
facades reflect an
appropriate palette
of materials
Fig. 9
A Penn Avenue
facade provides a
creative interpretation of aluminum
siding and integrates
fine-grained details

Internally illuminated box signs are highly discouraged

fully considered, while recognizing that no finish

in the context of Polish Hill. Sculptural letters, such as

material is maintenance-free, no matter what the claims

cut metal or wood, may be artfully lit from behind. Ad-

of the manufacturer.

vertising signage, including that for products and
events, should be limited to temporary placement
within windows, rather than placed on the facades of
buildings.
Fig. 10
Unique artistic
details, such as
this custom street
address number,
add character to the
entrance

Materials can and should be used creatively to enhance
the scale of the façade and the unique character of Polish Hill. The fine-grained character of the existing community calls for the use of materials that are reflective of

Where width permits, the use of sandwich boards on

this scale. Fine-grained materials include linear siding,

the sidewalk and other creative demarcations are also

such as clap-board and corrugated metals, brick ma-

encouraged.

sonry units, and wood. Monolithic materials, such as

F I N I S H E S : M AT E R IA L S & C O L O R
Finish materials and colors define the character of the
building and reflect the aesthetic of the owner. The
choice of materials will further dictate the levels of regular maintenance that are required, and should be care17

stucco and sheet products, should be used carefully and
modulated both through their detailing (including joint
and fastening patterns), and by the use of other finegrained materials in contrast to them.
Colors should be complementary to each other and to

R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S :
BUILDINGS
Fig. 11
This facade renovation in Garfield
successfully mixes a
palette of modern
color and materials
with the historic
details of the original
building
Fig. 12
The warm red draws
attention to the
detailing of the window, particularly in
contrast to the cool
palette of the siding
and trim boards

the character of the building. In cases where facades are

addition, small samples of any paint color can be pur-

restored to their original historic design, color palettes

chased at hardware and paint stores in order to give

should be reflective of the colors typical from that era.

building owners an opportunity to see colors in the true

Modern facades should also reflect their era, and may

light conditions of their buildings.

be appropriate places to explore non-traditional color
palettes, or the use of modern building materials that do
not require painting, such as metals or fiber cement
boards.

ROOFS
Although frequently overlooked, roofing materials can
have great impact on the character of a building, particularly where the roof has a mansard form or is visible

Original masonry materials, including brick and stone,
should not be painted unless they show significant deteFig. 13
Brick is at its best
when unpainted.
Color can be used
to highlight the entrances and window
openings.

rioration that can be shown to require painting. Only if
masonry has previously been painted and cannot be effectively restored, should it be repainted.

from above due to topography. Many of the original
mansard roofs in Polish Hill were clad in slate, which
has been damaged by time or lack of maintenance.
Where possible, slate should be retained and restored.
However, there are also a number of modern roofing

Many paint manufacturers’ websites provide tools to ex-

products on the market that simulate the slate look at a

plore different color schemes on photos of buildings. In

lower cost and with a high durability, and may provide a
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R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S :
BUILDINGS
Fig. 14
In Polish Hill, the
extremes of topography mean that
roofs are seen from
every direction and
must be considered
in the design of the
building
Fig. 15
This traditional
mansard roof in
Polish Hill was rebuilt
using a synthetic
slate to make it a
design feature of the
facade

reliable substitute where replacement is required.
Asphalt shingles, typical of many residential roof structures, are available in a variety of colors and patterns
and can be selected to harmonize with the style of the
renovated building. Rubber and other sheet roofing materials should only be used on roofs with a pitch lower
than 4:12 and where they are not visible from the street.
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M A K I NG DE SIG N AC C E S SI B L E TO E V E RYON E

Project Scale
Successful renovation projects can take a variety of

projects that can be achieved within each scale and

scales and forms. Not every facade or streetscape im-

within each budget.

provement needs to cost thousands of dollars to have a
very real impact on creating a sense of place within the
neighborhood. In many cases, small moves, such as installing and maintaining window boxes, replacing an
entry door, repainting a facade, or installing a new light
and mailbox, can have greater impact on the quality of
the public realm than large scale renovations, such as
replacing windows or siding.
Fig. 1
A new front door,
sensitive infill of a
window, and the addition of a street tree
and other plantings
make this modest
residence a neighborhood asset

In the context of the Pivotal Streets project, a series of
different scales of renovations and improvements are

MICRO
Micro projects are those with costs below $1000.
Many times, these projects can be performed by the
owner or resident without hiring a contractor. Micro
interventions focus on very small scale projects that
enhance the quality of the public space of the street,
and of the approach to the home or business. Examples of micro projects include:
• Purchase and install new porch light.

proposed. These range from “micro” (those under

• Repair or replace existing awnings.

$1000) all the way up to “extra-large” (those over

• Purchase and install new window boxes and

$35,000). What follows is a discussion of the types of
20

plantings.

INTERVENTION SCALE

Fig. 2
Even small scale,
low-cost interventions can have an
enormous impact
on the quality of
place and enhance
property value.
Fig. 3
Paint and mosaic art
work bring life back
to a fading storefront
on Penn Avenue in
Garfield without extraordinary expense.

• Install new decorative fence and/or gates.

ects include:

• Replace front entry door.

•

Repaint existing facade.

• Repair existing stoop or sidewalk

•

Repair existing windows.

• Power wash existing facade.

•

Repair existing porch.

Each of these recommendations is a small move to im-

•

Repair existing exterior trim.

•

Repair or replace existing exterior gutters and

proving the streetface of the building, but each goes a
long way toward improving the overall environment of

downspouts.

the public space of the street. Further, they illustrate

Fig. 4
Even without an extensive facade renovation, the addition
of a whimsical fence
and artwork enhance
the streetscape

that the residents and business owners care about and

•

Purchase and install new gates for breezeway.

are invested in the health of their community.

•

Repoint existing brick facade.

SMALL
Small projects range in cost from $1,000 - 5,000. Many

•

Improve accessibility with new ramp or other entry

of the small projects are focused on building repairs and
improvements. In some cases, a contractor may be required to perform the work included here. Small proj-

modification.
•

Purchase and install new awnings.

•

Replace existing security grilles with decorative
metalwork.
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Fig. 5
A large scale renovation replaces
the ground floor
infill with a new
glass system
Fig. 6A & B
This extensive
renovation in
Garfield literally
removed the face
of the old building
and replaced it
with balconies,
screened from the
street by louvers

before

MEDIUM
Medium scale projects range in cost from $5,000 15,000. The majority of the projects listed here will re-

after

doors.
•

Redesign and rebuild facade, including new or resized window openings.

quire the use of a contractor.
•

Reconstruct deteriorated facade.

•

New or rebuilt dormers.

• Replace existing windows.
• Create new or resized window openings.
• Replace existing roof.

EXTRA-L ARGE
Extra-large projects are those costing $35,000 or

• Install new siding.

more. As with the large interventions, such projects

• Install new storefront system.

dium, and large projects, or may account for a much

LARGE
Large projects are those which range in cost from

larger building.

$15,000 - 35,000. In addition to the items listed below,

•

Replace existing windows (large facade).

large projects may consist of a combination of micro,

•

Extensive repointing and reconstruction of brick

small, and medium projects, or could include work on a
Fig. 7A & B
Opening up these porches in Friendship made an enormous
difference to the quality of the public realm and perceptions
of safety in the neighborhood

may represent a combination of micro, small, me-

larger building with more numerous windows and
22

facade.

B U I L D I N G T Y P O L O G Y “A”

Mixed-Use, Brick
OVERVIEW

Building Typology A is a brick structure that was origi-

proportion of the original window opening, although

nally constructed as a mixed-use building with ground

in some cases smaller windows have been installed

floor commercial uses and multiple residential units lo-

with the remaining opening infilled with siding.

cated on floors above. These buildings are typically
three to four stories and vary significantly in their overall footprint. The majority have flat or low-slope roofs
which are not visible from the street. In recent years, the
ground floors of these building, which were originally
storefronts, have been converted to additional apartments as the commercial base of the neighborhood
shrank. In many cases, the conversion to ground floor
apartments resulted in infilling the storefront with solid
materials (either brick or siding), and eliminated the
sense of scale and texture at the sidewalk. On the upper
floors, the majority of these structures still retain the
23

Recommendations for facade renovations for MixedUse Brick buildings range from traditional to modern
approaches to restoring the openness of the ground
floor to the street. This approach can be adapted to
both residential and commercial uses. The use of
double-hung windows in a traditional storefront renovation provides residents an opportunity to use residential scaled window treatments on the interior to
provide privacy. In a modern storefront, privacy can
be provided through the use of etched glazing or
more theatrically-scaled window treatments.

B U I L D I N G T Y P O L O G Y “A”

G OA L S & R E C O M M E N DAT I O N S

• Increase ground floor transparency in a manner that
is appropriate for both residential and commercial
uses.
• Maintain original window proportions in upper
floors.
• Highlight entries through lighting and increased
visibility. Where the building is mixed-use, provide
appropriate identifiers that distinguish between the
residential and commercial entrances.
Fig. 1
This Melwood Avenue renovation
uses modern glazing treatments in
the original openings and creates
an elegant visual
statement.
Fig. 2
A renovation on
Herron Avenue
illustrates the use
of a traditional
storefront motif
in a residential
setting.

On the upper floors, building owners are encouraged to

•

When increasing ground floor transparency is not a

maintain and restore the original window proportions.

viable option, use other elements, such as trellises

While double-hung windows are typical for replace-

and plantings, to soften the street edge and reduce

ment windows, opportunities to use modern tilt-and-

the scale of blank walls.

turn or interior swinging casement windows may be

• When cleaning brick, the mildest methods should

appropriate for a modern building treatment, while

be employed so as to not damage the integrity of the

being mindful of building code requirements for exiting

brick. Avoid sand blasting or other abrasive meth-

in residential units.

ods. Protect adjacent materials and landscaping.

Small scale improvements to the ground floor of the fa-

• Brick should not be painted unless it has previously

cade can also go a long way toward improving the expe-

been painted or has deteriorated to the point that a

rience of the street. Within a limited budget, the

protective coating is required on the face.

addition of a trellis and planting bed can soften the solid

• When repointing old brick, masons should verify

wall. Replacing solid doors with glazed openings and

the composition of the original mortar. Modern

restoring the original transoms will also provide a

mortars are generally much harder than old brick

stronger connection to the street. Exterior lighting that

and mortar, and may need to be modified in order

is scaled to the pedestrian should be considered at the

to soften them. In all cases, mortars should be softer

ground floor in all facade improvement projects.

than the brick to reduce the chance of cracking or
spalling bricks.
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TRADITIONAL

In this option, the ground floor is restored to reflect an interpretation of an historic storefront,
and would be appropriate for either residential
or commercial uses. Operable windows improve
the quality of the ground floor apartment. Transoms are restored and new lighting illuminates
the improved entrances.

Double-hung windows to fit original
window proportion

Fig. 3
A traditional
renovation which
adapts the original storefront to a
residential use

Brick facades can be cleaned with mild masonry cleaners
Street numbers provide clear navigation for
both visitors and emergency responders
Sign panel or painted wood trim provides a
transition point between the ground floor
storefront and the upper brick facade
Exterior lights to highlight entries
Transoms over door and operable windows introduce light and air to the ground floor when
lower windows are closed for safety
Banks of operable windows work well for
residential uses now inhabiting original
storefronts
Storefront that mixes glass with wood or other
solid materials provides scale to the ground
floor along the sidewalk and street
25

C ON T E M P OR A RY

Here, contemporary storefront introduces light
and views into the ground floor and improves
the scale of the facade at the sidewalk. A new
planting box softens the street edge. Above, window proportions are maintained but replaced
with interior swinging casements to reflect a
more contemporary aesthetic.
Fig. 4
The former cigar
factory on Herron
Avenue is being
transformed to a
home using modern
storefront on the
ground floor.

New windows installed in the original openings reflect a modern aesthetic but maintain
the original building proportions

Brick facades can be cleaned with mild masonry cleaners and/or pressure washing

Brick should not be painted unless it has previously been painted or has deteriorated to
the point that it requires a protective coating

Exterior lights highlight entry points and
provide added nighttime safety.

The use of contemporary storefront reflects a
modern aesthetic and can work for both commercial and residential uses.
A new planting bed helps to provide a soft
buffer between the sidewalk and the ground
floor occupants.
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LIVE-WORK

In this option, the building is used for a blend of
residential and studio or shop space. A large
ground floor window wall allows the space to be
opened to the street and lets light far into the
building. The different entrances to the building
are highlighted according to their use: the publicly oriented use of the studio or shop is more
prominent than the entrances to the residences
Fig. 5
A small outdoor
patio at Lili provides
a community
gathering space and
impromptu performance stage.

above. Studios for artists, craftspeople, designers, and others who prefer to work in a nontraditional setting can enhance on-street activity.

An operating overhead door allows the ground floor to
be opened up to the street in good weather.

Signage for the studio or shop use frames and
highlights the entrance.

The residential entrance is quieter, and makes
it unlikely that visitors will mistake it for the
entrance to the public ground floor use. A
new door and transom with glass introduce
light and views to the entry.

Mixed-use buildings may trigger requirements to provide
fire protection through sprinklers and alarms. Positioning
of the fire department connections and strobe should be
considered in the overall composition.
27

BUILDING TYPOLOGY “B”

Mixed-Use, Frame
OVERVIEW

Building Typology B is a mixed-use building, con-

orating; few of them have been adapted to residential

structed of wood frame with siding materials applied to

uses in the manner of the Building Typology A,

it. The buildings are typically two to three stories tall. In

Mixed-Use Brick. In some cases, fairly extensive ren-

most cases, the ground floor was originally used as a re-

ovations will be required to stabilize the buildings be-

tail space with a shopkeeper’s apartment above. Because

fore work begins on the facades. In all cases, building

of this configuration, many of these building did not

owners are highly encouraged to meet with an archi-

have separate entrances for the upper floors; they were

tect or other building professional to review the exist-

accessed directly from the ground floor space. These

ing conditions of the structure, and make

structures have both pitched and low-slope roofs. These

recommendations for overall improvements.

mixed-use structures were originally constructed with
storefronts at the street level. Some business owners
have since infilled the storefronts with opaque materials
in order to close off views into and out of the ground
floor.
A large number of these buildings are vacant and deteri28

Recommendations for facade renovations for MixedUse Frame buildings include both traditional and
contemporary approaches. Building owners are encouraged to restore transparency to the ground floors
where storefronts once existed, and to look at ways to
creatively adapt the buildings to new uses, including

BUILDING TYPOLOGY “B”

Fig. 1
This frame building
on Penn Avenue received a completely
new facade that infuses the upper floor
apartments with
daylight and gives
each a balcony.
Fig. 2
What looks like a
restoration on the
South Side is actually
a new wood frame
facade. The “third
floor” is really a false
front that shields
mechanical equipment from view and
maintains the scale
of the street

studios, live-work spaces, and residential uses.
GOALS

•

Restore ground floor transparency in a manner that
is appropriate for the proposed use.

•

Highlight entrances through lighting and increased
visibility. Where the building is mixed-use, provide
design features that distinguish between residential
and commercial addresses.

•

Use materials and their articulation to differentiate
between private (residential) and public (commercial) uses.

•

Many of the frame buildings in Polish Hill are in
poor conditions simply due to the natural deterioration of materials over time. Engage creative design
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approaches to create unique moments in the neighborhood, while being sensitive to the context.

TRADITIONAL

Here, the original window and storefront proportions are maintained, and wood trim restored
to reflect the original detailing. The addition of
an accessible ramp allows the first floor to be
used for residential or commercial uses. Interior
curtains provide privacy behind the storefront
while transoms bring daylight into the space
even when the curtains are shut.
Fig. 3
An historic renovation of the original
facade of a frame
building in Garfield
restores original
wood trim and
detailing and uses a
color palette appropriate to the original
building.

Where the roof is visible, shingle color and
pattern should be considered carefully
Original siding materials are restored or replaced with durable modern alternatives that
complement the scale of the building
Traditional double hung windows are restored,
exterior trim installed and painted
The sign panel provides a transition point
between the ground floor storefront and
residential character above
A new storefront system restores
transparency to the ground floor
Interior curtains provide simple and effective
privacy and also communicate when ground
floor spaces are open for visitors

Informational signage is located on the
interior of the glass, making it easy to read for
passersby
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C ON T E M P OR A RY

A more contemporary take on the facade maintains the original proportions of the facade, but
plays with materials and detailing. New awnings can shade windows and the floor-to-ceiling glass of the modern storefront.

Selection of roofing materials is particularly
important where the roof is more visible, such
as a mansard or other steep pitch.

Fig. 4
A contemporary
take on the historic
proportions and detailing on Penn
Avenue in Bloomfield,
this building renovation reinterprets the
original frame structure using modern
materials

New windows installed in the original openings reflect a modern aesthetic but maintain
the original building proportions

Modern siding materials, such as cement
board or metal paneling, can be used for a
contemporary interpretation of traditional
wood siding.
Simple canvas awnings shade large areas of
glass and add color and depth to the facade.

Street numbers are clear and easy to locate
and compliment the style of the building.
The use of contemporary storefront reflects a
modern aesthetic and can work for both commercial and residential uses.
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BUILDING T YPOLOGY “C”

Single-Family, Frame
OVERVIEW

Building Typology C is a frame structure, originally

opening configurations. In some cases, interior

constructed as a single-family dwelling. The houses are

changes to the floor plans, including the addition of

typically 2 to 2-1/2 stories tall. These structures typi-

bathrooms, has changed the size and proportion of

cally have a pitched roof which can be seen from the

windows on the front facade. Opportunities to look

street. The majority of this type of structure remain sin-

at other methods of creating privacy, such as opaque

gle-family, although some may have since been divided

glass or louver systems, can help to restore or main-

into two rental units. In some cases, these houses are

tain the original window proportions.

“alley” houses, which were secondary to the primary
structure on a lot.

Small scale improvements that can make a large impact on these structures include the cleaning and/or

Recommendations for facade renovations include both

painting of siding materials, the addition of flower

traditional and contemporary approaches. Due to the

boxes and planting beds, and new ground floor aw-

inherent flexibility of frame construction, which more

nings and lighting.

readily allows for alterations to window sizes and proportions than masonry construction, there are more
opportunities to explore non-traditional window and
32

BUILDING T YPOLOGY “C”

Fig. 1
A Lawrenceville renovation
incorporates original
historic detailing at
the entrance while
introducing modern
elements and
materials
Fig. 2
Colors are selected
to highlight the window and door openings and add interest
to an otherwise plain
facade

GOALS

•

Create a welcoming front door and street edge.

•

Take advantage of opportunities to inhabit the sidewalk and utilize it as a “front porch” for the house.

•

Select roofing materials carefully, as they will be
seen from a variety of vantage points and contribute
to the overall composition of the facade.

•

In traditional facade renovations, restore original
window proportions and sizes. Restore or reconstruct detail trim to bring scale back to the facades.

•

Maintain or restore the original proportion of window and door openings.

•

Explore the use of modern materials and compositions to create dynamic facades.
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TRADITIONAL

In this approach to facade renovation, the original window and door proportions are restored,
and trim boards are restored. The scale of the
siding, either wood, cement-board, or other, is
reflective of the historic construction. The pattern and color of the asphalt shingle roofing is
selected to harmonize with the other finish materials.
New or repaired siding is in keeping
with the original siding proportions

Double-hung windows to fit original window
proportion

Transom provides air flow and introduces light
into entry
Exterior light provides added safety
Window and other trim pieces finish the
facade and can be fabricated out of a number
of long lasting low-maintenance materials,
including composite wood products or fiber
cement
Simple window boxes provide scale along the
street and soften the building edge
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C ON T E M P OR A RY

Here, the opportunities for reconfiguration that
are presented by a wood frame structure are explored to their fullest potential. The original facade is almost completely dismantled and
replaced with glass in order to bring daylight
deep into the structure. Finish materials are selected from a modern palette and can be used to
enliven the streetscape.
Wood louvers add texture to the facade and
provide added privacy screening in front of
windows while allowing a high degree of
daylight to penetrate the facade

The new facade and window configuration
takes advantage of the flexibility of wood
frame construction; window sizes and shapes
can be manipulated to reflect contemporary
aesthetics

A monolithic material, such as stucco, is
contrasted with the fine-grained detailing of a
wooden louver system

Large areas of glass can be frosted at the
ground level to provide added privacy
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MINIMAL

Even small scale improvements to facades have
large scale impacts on the public realm and the
perception of the street as a safe and welcoming
place to be. Cleaning or painting existing siding
freshens the look of a house with minimal investment. New window boxes and awnings help
Fig. 3
A sidewalk garden
on Harmar Street
softens the street.

to unify the existing windows and unify the facade. These small moves increase the connection
to the street and enhance the “liveability” of the
block, and can even increase property values.

Most siding materials can be cleaned with
pressure washing and a gentle detergent;
Aluminum siding can be repainted and will
continue to provide a durable and low-maintenance finish

New awnings unify the ground floor of the
house

New window boxes enliven the public face of the building and require minimal investment
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BUILDING T YPOLOGY “D”

Multi-Family, Frame
OVERVIEW

Building Typology “D” is a multi-family building con-

Throughout the neighborhood, the wood frame

structed of wood frame. The buildings range from three

structures generally appear to be in poorer condition

to four stories, and frequently have a front mansard roof

than their masonry counterparts and have less “curb

with a low-slope roof behind. Residential units are typi-

appeal”. Many of these structures have been resided

cally one per floor, and the primary access to the upper

with inappropriate materials in an attempt to go

units is usually from exterior porches located at the rear

“maintenance free”, and little to no maintenance

of the building. Ground floor units typically have their

given to the siding. Window sizes have been shrunk

entrance located on the front facade.

over the years, and, in some cases, eliminated alto-

The majority of the buildings of this typology do not
meet the requirements of the current Building Code,
which include requirements for fire protection and multiple means of egress for multi-unit residential struc-

gether. As buildings were re-sided, trim details were
reduced or eliminated, which has changed the overall
scale of the buildings and made them feel more
monolithic in nature.

tures. Modifications will require careful review by a

Existing breezeways should be maintained, but the

design professional with familiarity with the current

real and perceived security of these spaces should be

Building Code.

enhanced through the addition of ambient lighting.
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BUILDING T YPOLOGY “D”

Fig. 1 & 2
Examples of multiunit frame buildings
line Brereton Street

Where necessary, new ornamental gates can be added to
the breezeways to ensure access only to residents and

board, and plan for regular maintenance.
•

Clarify the multiple entrances to the building

their visitors.

through the use of lighting, detail, and identifica-

As with Typology C, the inherent flexibility of the wood

tion.

frame provides opportunities to look at non-traditional

• In traditional facade renovations, restore original
window proportions and sizes.

approaches to facade treatments. Window configurations can be opened up further to infuse the units with

•

tions to create dynamic facades.

natural light and create views out over the neighborhood.

Explore the use of modern materials and composi-

•

Look for opportunities to create unique outdoor
spaces, such as balconies set back from facades, that

GOALS

•

Reintroduce proportion and scale to the tall facades
through the articulation of doors, windows, and
level changes.

•

Replace siding materials such as asphalt and insulbrick with appropriately scaled options that provide
long-term durability, such as fiber cement clap-
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will enhance the apartment units.
•

Take care in selecting roofing materials for mansard
roofs, which are highly visible from the street.
Where possible, restore existing slate roofing.
Where slate roofing has been replaced or is beyond
repair, consider replacement with synthetic alternates.

TRADITIONAL

The traditional facade renovation restores the
original scale of the facade and takes care to include trim details. The entrances to both the
ground floor unit and the breezeway are clearly
delineated. The mansard roof is considered in
the overall facade composition.

Restored slate or simulated slate products are an appropriate treatment for the mansard roof
Original wood trim and ornamentation can be restored or recreated with modern materials

The scale of original wood siding can be
achieved with a variety of modern materials,
including fiber cement clapboards

Double-hung windows are restored to the original
window proportion

The new door includes vision glazing to allow
views out from the apartment lobby

A traditional metal gate secures access to the
breezeway and provides added security to
residents
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C ON T E M P OR A RY

The contemporary facade renovation takes advantage of the wood frame construction to create
private “balconettes” behind a sun louver. Monolithic siding materials are contrasted with finegrain detailing.

New casement windows provide functionality and modern aesthetic

A monolithic cladding, such as fiber cement
panels, is contrasted with the fine-grained
texture of wooden louvers

Wood or metal louvers can be used to shield
larger expanses of glass and provide contrast
with monolithic materials
Reconstruction of the facade of a wood frame
building provides an opportunity to create
balconies or other types of spaces tucked into
the building

A modern gate secures access to the breezeway
A new ramp takes advantage of the sloping
sidewalk to make the ground floor accessible
to residents and visitors
A fire department connection for a sprinkler
system and a hose bib for the outside are
located in the face of the ramp wall in the
planting bed.
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MINIMAL

In minimal renovations, the focus should be
placed on articulating the entrances to the units
and to the portion of the facade closest to the
street. Lighting and the addition of plantings can
help to make the street feel inhabited. Articulation of the breezeway entrance makes it feel less
like a back alley and more appropriate to a front
door. These small scale improvements can add
value to the property, and improve their marketFig. 3
This Polish Hill house
maintained the original window opening
proportions and
some of the original
detailing when it was
re-sided.

ability for either sales or rentals.

Most siding materials, including aluminum and wood,
can be cleaned with a pressure washer and mild detergent. Repainting can also provide a fresh aesthetic.

Both the ground floor door and breezeway entrance are
articulated as primary entries to the building

A projecting trellis creates an awning and provides
articulation to the monolithic facade while shading the
windows and stoop
A new door with vision glazing helps to highlight the
primary entrance to the building

A simple planting box softens the sidewalk edge
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Fig. 1

Although strikingly different
from its South
Side neighbors,
this new house
maintains the
scale of the adjacent properties

New Construction
OVERVIEW

As some buildings deteriorate or are damaged beyond

building proportion in the community. Articula-

repair, opportunities for new construction begin to

tion of the “long and narrow” lot proportion

emerge within the tight-knit fabric of Polish Hill. The

should be maintained.

design of new buildings should be carefully considered

•

Polish Hill is a highly pedestrian oriented com-

in the context of the neighborhood in order to ensure

munity that was built before the advent of the

the continuation of the existing building fabric.

personal automobile. Blocks are generally unin-

The following is an overview of goals that should be ap-

terrupted by driveways and private parking

plied to the design of new buildings within the neigh-

areas, thereby enhancing the pedestrian focus of

borhood.

the community. New construction should minimize curb cuts and private driveways. Designers

GOALS

•

Polish Hill is comprised of a fine-grained pattern of

and to use one drive to access multiple private

lots with street frontages of 18 - 25 feet on average

parking stalls.

for residential and mixed-use buildings. New construction should maintain the existing rhythm of
42

are encouraged to look at shared parking options

•

Generally, the height of residential and mixed-use
buildings in the neighborhood is 2 to 2-1/2 times

Fig. 2

A new townhouse
project on Penn
Avenue in Bloomfield addresses access to garages by
placing the drives
on the side street
rather than off of
Penn Avenue.
Fig. 3

A new outdoor
dining area on the
South Side maintains the street
edge and proportion of adjacent
buildings.

the building width. New construction should maintain building heights that are contextual with adja-

gage the street and the public realm.
•

cent buildings, including width to height

and live-work spaces, are encouraged to provide op-

proportions.
•

spaces should be located immediately adjacent to

edge of the sidewalk in order to maximize the build-

the sidewalk and street, encouraging the perception

ing area. New construction should meet these exist-

of “eyes on the street” and engaging the neighbor-

ing build-to lines. Where new construction is set

hood.

such as garden walls and fences, should be designed
to enhance the street edge.

•

Intersections provide focal points in the community
and also present transitions between main arteries
and side streets. Buildings located at corners should

With little private open space in the neighborhood,

create addresses in these locations, including pri-

residents take pride in their sidewalks, front steps,

mary entrances and outdoor space. Both facades

and on-street activity. New construction, particu-

should be treated as public faces to the building.

larly on Brereton and Dobson, is encouraged to en43

portunities to open onto the street. Primary living

Buildings in Polish Hill were typically built to the

back from the street, landscaping and screening,

•

Non-traditional ground floor uses, such as studios

